Improving beamforming performance by phased synthetic aperture imaging in medical ultrasound.
Ultrasound image quality is related to the receive beamformer's ability. Delay and sum (DAS), a conventional beamformer, is combined with the coherence factor (CF) technique to suppress side lobe levels. The purpose of this study is to improve these beamformer's abilities. It has been shown that extension of the receive aperture can improve the receive beamformer's ability in radar studies. This paper shows that the focusing quality of CF and CF+DAS in medical ultrasound can be increased by extension of the receive aperture's length in phased synthetic aperture (PSA) imaging. The 3-dB width of the main lobe in the receive beam related to CF focusing decreased to 0.55 mm using the proposed PSA compared to the conventional phased array (PHA) imaging, whose FWHM is about 0.9 mm. The clutter-to-total-energy ratio (CTR) represented by R20 dB showed an improvement of 50 and 33% for CF and CF+DAS beamformers, respectively, with PSA as compared to PHA. In addition, simulation results validated the effectiveness of PSA versus PHA. In applications where there are no important limitations on the SNR, PSA imaging is recommended as it increases the ability of the receive beamformer for better focusing.